Circadian Rhythm Disturbances in the Blind.
Sleep timing, quantity, and quality are controlled by homeostatic and circadian systems. Circadian clock systems are present in all cells and organs and their timing is determined by a transcriptional-translational feedback loop of circadian genes. Individual cellular clocks are synchronized by the central body clock, situated in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, which communicates with them through humoral and neural signals including melatonin. The circadian system controls both the circadian period: (i.e., the length of the intrinsic clock), but also the circadian phase (i.e., the clock timing). An important determinant of the circadian system is light exposure. In most humans, the circadian period is slightly longer than 24 h and without regular resetting it tends to drift, leading to progressively later bedtimes and wake times and a tendency to cycle though periods of normal and abnormal sleep. Blind patients are thus at an increased risk of abnormal circadian function. The purpose of this article is to review recent research and clinical management of circadian rhythm disorders in blind patients. Blind patients can present delayed and advanced sleep phase disorders but the most common abnormality in totally blind patients without light perception is non-24-hour sleep-wake disorder (N24SWD). This is rare in the general population but may affect up to 50% of blind patients without light perception. The diagnosis of a circadian rhythm disorder in the blind is complex. New screening tools have been developed but actigraphy and repeated melatonin profiles over 24 h remain essential. Circadian disorders in the blind are frequent, especially in the patients without light perception. They require accurate diagnosis in order to target treatment. Determining the precise nature of a sleep disorder in blind patients with a suspected circadian rhythm abnormality is complex and requires a detailed clinical history with sleep diaries and the use of actigraphy and melatonin profiles.